Addendum #1

Tree Removal Services
Bid #2223-07
Date: 10/04/2022

Question/Answer:

**Question:** What was the total amount paid for last year’s RFP related to tree removal services? Was that paid to (1) contractor or multiple?

**Answer:** Approximately $85,000 last fiscal year.

**Question:** For Alternative #3: Can you please clarify what the hourly rate should include? Example: two-man crew + Bucket truck? What happens if a crane is needed? Or if additional personal is needed in case of an emergency?

**Answer:** Alternate #3 rates should include two (2) man crew and 70’ bucket truck. No additional rate shall be included in this line.

**Question:** where it briefly describes the type of Equipment, make/model crew size Etc. Can I list additional equipment (which our company owns and utilizes) at a non-emergency/emergency hourly rate as well?

**Answer:** Proposers are welcome to provide additional equipment and rates as noted as an attachment.

**Question:** With regards to the tree removal service bid RFP #2223-07. Can trees be priced based on DBH (diameter at breast height)?

**Answer:** Proposals shall be submitted as noted.